Methods and systems are provided for creating and implementing multi-disciplinary treatment plans, which can allow healthcare and medical professionals and providers of various disciplines to collaborate in forming a patient treatment plan and subsequently managing patient care in accordance with this plan. Patient information is first received in a patient planning system. A team of multi-disciplinary healthcare or medical professionals and providers meet and collaborate to form a treatment plan which is then entered in the treatment planning system. As the course of treatment progresses, the treatment plan can be updated in the treatment planning system by each of the team members. The graphical user interface seen by the team members will typically be the same for each team member. This interface includes a generalized treatment planning section and a patient-specific section, each of which can be manipulated to add or update a treatment plan for a particular patient.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient still smoking</td>
<td>RESPIRATORY THERAPIST</td>
<td>type comments here.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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New Diagnostic Category for Plan 'TEMPLATE'

- Description: Pervasive Developmental Delay
- Start Date: 7/23/2012
- Status: ACTIVE
- Comments:
  - Type comment here...
- Tags:
  - delay, development
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR CREATING AND USING MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TREATMENT PLANS

CROSS-REFERENCE

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/818,310, filed May 1, 2013, which application is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Healthcare is becoming an ever larger sector in the national economy. The costs of healthcare are also rising, at almost an unsustainable rate. Among the contributors to rising healthcare costs is inefficient patient care management. The formation of treatment plans for patients and the management of their care is mandated by regulation to assure coordinated, efficient care. These plans are still routinely performed in archaic, inefficient, and ultimately economically costly ways. They do not meet the goal of coordinated, efficient care and are not collaborative. Therefore, new technologies for healthcare provider collaboration, the formation of treatment plans, and the management of ongoing care are greatly desired.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Systems and methods are provided for creating and implementing multi-disciplinary treatment plans. The systems and methods provided can allow healthcare and medical professionals and providers of various disciplines to collaborate and/or coordinate in forming a patient treatment plan and subsequently managing patient care in accordance with this plan.

[0004] A modular application referred to as the Multi-Disciplinary Treatment Plan (MDTP) is provided. The MDTP can address the regulatory and collaborative care requirements for clinical treatment planning of patients in team care settings; e.g., behavioral health, rehabilitation, and acute care nursing. The MDTP can assure that a patient is being treated in a holistic manner, and to assure the consistency of that treatment, while still allowing for the individualization of care. The MDTP is adapted for use in a team environment, and can give a concise overview of a patient’s care problems, and how they are being addressed. The MDTP can enhance communication and collaboration by focusing all team members on the issues most important to a patient’s care.

[0005] Generally, the MDTP is based on a Component framework, meaning that the application the user sees may actually be composed of functional components most suited to the user’s role in the patient care. Since the MDTP is typically used in a team environment, all users typically view the same window; however, the plan is typically created by individual team members documenting their contribution to the shared plan window, while in conference with the entire team. It documents the decisions made by individuals and the team individually by the admitting physician or admitting team member, and may be updated individually. Conferencing can be in person face to face, or virtual.

[0006] An aspect of the disclosure provides a method of creating a treatment plan for a patient and a computer program product comprising a computer-readable medium having computer-executable code encoded therein adapted to execute the method. Patient information is received in a patient planning system, which may be configured to implement the computer program product. Input from a team of healthcare or medical professionals is received based on the received patient information. A treatment plan for the patient is formed based on this received input. Typically, the team of healthcare or medical professionals is comprised of healthcare or medical professionals across a plurality of disciplines. Accordingly, the treatment plan formed is a Multi-Disciplinary Treatment Plan (MDTP). Members of the team of healthcare or medical professionals may hail from a variety of healthcare or medical disciplines, including but not limited to allergy and immunology, anesthesiology, cardiology, cardiovascular surgery, clinical laboratory sciences, dermatology, dietetics, emergency medicine, endocrinology, family medicine, forensic medicine, gastroenterology, general surgery, geriatrics, gynecology, hematology, infectious disease, intensive care medicine, medical research, nephrology, neurology, neurosurgery, obstetrics and gynecology, oncology, ophthalmology, oral and maxillofacial surgery, orthopedic surgery, otolaryngology or ENT, palliative care, pathology, pediatrics, pediatric surgery, physical medicine and rehabilitation or psychiatry, plastic surgery, podiatry, proctology, psychiatry, pulmonology, radiology, rheumatology, stomatology, surgical oncology, thoracic surgery, transplant surgery, urgent care medicine, urology, and vascular surgery. The composition of the team will typically depend on the type of patient and type of patient problem. Using the MDTP, the team can create and implement a holistic and collaborative treatment regimen for the patient, often needed most for longer multi-disciplinary care encounters where the outcome depends on the coordination and not on any one intervention or discipline.

[0007] The treatment plan will typically be updated in the treatment planning system as the course of therapy performed on the patient based on the treatment plan progresses. An active shared plan will often be on the chart at all times and may be updated routinely based on regulation and policy. The treatment plan may be updated based on further input from the team of healthcare or medical professionals. The treatment planning system may receive the further input after the team of healthcare or medical professionals have met and discussed the treatment plan and the progression of the course of the therapy.

[0008] Typically, input is received from the team of healthcare or medical professionals after the team has met and discussed a course of therapy appropriate for the patient. Prior to receiving such input, an initial treatment plan may have been formed in the treatment planning system based on the received patient information. The initial treatment plan may be created based on the received patient information, often by the admitting physician or nurse. Like the main treatment plan, the treatment planning system may be used to update the initial treatment plan as the course of initial therapy based on the initial treatment plan progresses. The initial treatment may continue until the main, comprehensive treatment plan is formed and implemented.

[0009] Another aspect of the disclosure provides a graphical user interface for creating a treatment plan for a patient. The graphical user interface comprises a generalized treatment planning section and a patient-specific section for displaying patient treatment information. The generalized treatment planning section may comprise a plurality of tabs. The plurality of tabs may comprise a templates tab for creating patient data entries, a previous plan tab for displaying a prior course of patient treatment, a details tab for displaying
patient-specific data, and a tasks tab for adding or editing patient-specific tasks. Patient data entries can be created in the templates tab for one or more of patient problems, patient recovery status, patient treatment objectives, and patient interventions. The patient data entries in the templates tab can be dragged onto the patient-specific section of the graphical user interface. The previous plan tab may comprise entries for one or more of patient problems, patient recovery status, patient treatment objectives, and patient interventions. The entries in the previous plan tab can also be dragged onto the patient-specific section of the graphical user interface.

The tasks tab may comprise entries for one or more of a patient problem description, a reassessment frequency, a patient problem type, a patient problem action task, a patient problem status, an entry for an appropriate healthcare or medical professional team member, comments, and tags. The tasks tab further comprises a signature box for verifying the entries. Once the entries are verified, the task is finalized and may be viewed and accessed from in the patient-specific section of the graphical user interface.

[0010] Other goals and advantages of the invention will be further appreciated and understood when considered in conjunction with the following description and accompanying drawings. While the following description may contain specific details describing particular embodiments of the invention, this should not be construed as limitations to the scope of the invention but rather as an exemplification of preferable embodiments. For each aspect of the invention, many variations are possible as suggested herein that are known to those of ordinary skill in the art. A variety of changes and modifications can be made within the scope of the invention without departing from the spirit thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The novel features of the invention are set forth with particularity in the appended claims. A better understanding of the features and advantages of this present invention will be obtained by reference to the following detailed description that sets forth illustrative embodiments, in which the principles of the invention are utilized, and the accompanying drawings of which:

[0012] FIG. 1 shows a server communicating with plurality of client computers over a network;
[0013] FIG. 2 shows a screenshot of the main system window according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
[0014] FIG. 3 shows a screenshot of a selected MDTP tab in the main system window of FIG. 2;
[0015] FIG. 4 shows a screenshot of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to create a new treatment plan;
[0016] FIG. 5 shows a screenshot of a portion of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to add a diagnostic category to the new treatment plan;
[0017] FIG. 6 shows a screenshot of a portion of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to edit the treatment plan;
[0018] FIGS. 7 and 8 show screenshots of different portions of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to add problem tasks information;
[0019] FIGS. 9, 10, and 11 show screenshots of different portions of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to update recovery status information;
[0020] FIGS. 12, 13, and 14 show screenshots of different portions of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to update information concerning patient care objectives;
[0021] FIGS. 15, 16, and 17 show screenshots of different portions of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to update interventions information;
[0022] FIG. 18 shows a screenshot of a different portion of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to update and edit patient-specific diagnostic category items;
[0023] FIG. 19 shows a screenshot of a different portion of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to add diagnostic categories to a treatment plan;
[0024] FIGS. 20, 21, and 22 show screenshots of different portions of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to create new diagnostic category items;
[0025] FIGS. 23, 24, and 25 show screenshots of different portions of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to create new template items;
[0026] FIGS. 26 and 27 show screenshots of different portion of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to sign a treatment plan;
[0027] FIG. 28 shows a screenshot of a portion of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to mark a treatment plan as complete;
[0028] FIG. 29 shows a screenshot of a portion of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 being used to create a new template or diagnostic category;
[0029] FIG. 30 shows a flowchart of a workflow process of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and
[0030] FIGS. 31 to 49 show screenshots of the MDTP application of FIG. 2 in use to create and implement a treatment plan according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0031] The disclosure provides systems and methods for creating and using multi-disciplinary treatment plans. Various aspects of the invention described herein may be applied to any of the particular applications set forth below or for any other types of user interfaces and displays, or patient care planning and management applications. The systems and methods disclosed herein may be applied in a standalone manner, or as part of an integrated software package, such as a healthcare or patient data management package or application. It shall be understood that different aspect of the disclosure can be appreciated individually, collectively, or in combination with each other.

[0032] Video displays described herein may include devices upon which information may be displayed in a manner perceptible to a user, such as, for example, a computer monitor, cathode ray tube, liquid crystal display, light emitting diode display, touchpad or touch-screen display, and/or other means known in the art for emitting a visually perceptible output. Video displays may be electronically connected to a client computer according to hardware and software known in the art. A team can view the shared plan on a monitor while each working on their portion on their computers to collaborate in conference.

[0033] In one implementation, a display page may include a computer file residing in memory which may be transmitted from a server over a network to a client computer, which can store it in memory. A client computer may receive non-transient computer readable media, which may contain instructions, logic, data, or code that may be stored in persistent or temporary memory of the client computer, or may somehow affect or initiate action by an client computer. Similarly, one or more servers may communicate with one or more client com-
computers across a network, and may transmit computer files residing in memory. The network, for example, can include the Internet or any network for connecting one or more clients to one or more servers.

Any discussion of a client computer may also apply to any type of networked device, including but not limited to a personal computer, server computer, or laptop computer; personal digital assistants (PDAs) such as a Palm-based device or Windows CE device; phones such as cellular phones or location-aware portable phones (such as GPS); a roaming device, such as a network-connected roaming device; a wireless device such as a wireless email device or other device capable of communicating with a computer network; or any other type of network device that may communicate over a network and handle electronic transactions. Any discussion of any device mentioned may also apply to other devices.

At a client computer, the display page may be interpreted by software residing on a memory of the client computer, causing the computer file to be displayed on a video display in a manner perceivable by a user. The display pages described herein may be created using a software language known in the art such as, for example, the hypertext mark up language ("HTML"), the dynamic hypertext mark up language ("DHTML"), the extensible hypertext mark up language ("XHTML"), the extensible mark up language ("XML"), or another software language that may be used to create a computer file displayable on a video display in a manner perceivable by a user. Any computer readable media with logic, code, data, instructions, may be used to implement any software or steps or methodology. Where a network comprises the Internet, a display page may comprise a webpage of a type known in the art.

A display page according to the invention may include embedded functions comprising software programs stored on a memory, such as, for example, VBScript routines, JScript routines, JavaScript routines, Java routines, ActiveX components, ASP.NET, AJAX, Flash applets, Silverlight applets, or AIR routines.

A display page may comprise well known features of graphical user interface technology, such as, for example, frames, windows, tabs, scroll bars, buttons, icons, menus, fields, and hyperlinks, and well known features such as a "point and click" interface. Pointing to and clicking on a graphical user interface button, icon, menu option, or hyperlink also is known as "selecting" the button, icon, option, or hyperlink. Additionally, a "point and gesture" interface may be utilized, such as a hand-gesture driven interface. Furthermore, a touch-screen interface may be utilized, where touching a visual object may constitute selecting the object. Any other interface for interacting with a graphical user interface may be utilized. A display page according to the invention also may incorporate multimedia features.

Any of the client or server devices described may have tangible computer readable media with logic, code, or instructions for performing any actions described herein or running any algorithm. The devices with such computer readable media may be specially programmed to perform the actions dictated by the computer readable media.

1. INTRODUCTION

A modular application referred to as the Multi-Disciplinary Treatment Plan (MDTP) is provided. A user interface of the MDTP provided in accordance with the invention herein may be displayed across a network such as the Internet or an intranet, for example, a hospital intranet. For example, as shown in FIG. 1, an implementation may include a client computer comprising a video display with at least one display page comprising MDTP data.

The MDTP is typically used in a team environment. All users typically view the same window, for example, the main system window 200 as shown in FIG. 2. To access the MDTP, a user can click the MDTP tab 205 in the main system window 200.

MDTP Tab:

As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the MDTP tab 205 is generally divided into two panes: a plan options pane or left pane 210 and a patient-specific treatment plan or right pane 215. Referring to FIG. 3, the MDTP tab 205 usually displays the following sub-tabs: a templates tab 305, a search field 310, a previous plan tab 315, a details tab 320, and a tasks tab 325.

Templates: The templates tab 305 can comprise a number of menu items including diagnostic categories 330, problems 335, recovery statuses 340, objectives 345, and interventions 350 that will typically have been pre-defined by each institution, e.g., an individual hospital for which the MDTP is customized for. They will usually be the most commonly-used items, and are intended to provide a quick and easy way to select items, as well as provide consistency throughout each organization. In many embodiments, only the MDTP ADMIN key may add, modify, or delete template entries.

Search: Although all items are typically listed on the templates tab 305, you can filter items by typing one or more terms (separated by commas), such as “Anxiety,” that may be associated with the item in the search field 310 on the templates tab 305, and then by pressing Enter.

Tags: If tags were added to the Tags field when an item was created, the user can then type the first few letters (or the entire word) of some keywords associated with the item, and after pressing Enter, the appropriate item shows at the top of the diagnostic categories list 330.

Previous Plan: If a patient has a multi-disciplinary treatment plan from a previous encounter, it can display on the previous plan sub-tab 315 for a time period set by the relevant institution. Items from the previous plan may be selected and included (pulled) into the current plan, if relevant. For example, if a patient’s last plan was for an acute admission, and a new plan is now being created in a lower-acuity care site after transfer, older diagnostic categories 330 can be easily pulled into the new plan and completely different objectives 345 and interventions 350 may be defined.

Details: Clicking a patient-specific item in the treatment plan of the right panel or pane 215 (for example, a specific intervention), can display the details in the details tab 320 on the left panel or pane 210 as view-only. This display can enable multiple team members to view the same item at the same time.

Tasks: When a patient-specific item in the treatment plan of the right panel or pane 215 (for example, a specific intervention) is added or edited, it can appear on the tasks sub-tab 325. This can indicate that it is actively being worked on, and no other user may access the item for editing, although it may be viewed. During this time, task information viewed by another user can be the information displayed before starting to edit the item. In many embodiments, when
the user edits any item, the user must click either OK or Cancel before another item in the task pane can be accessed.

Icons: The user can click one of a number of applicable icons to perform various tasks in the treatment plan. The user can click the new diagnostic category icon 350 to create a new diagnostic category or a new item within a diagnostic category and then completing the task tab 325. The user can click the diagnostic categories expansion icon 355 to expand the diagnostic category and show problems, recovery statuses, objectives, and interventions. The user can click the filter icon 360 to filter items in the templates tab 305 to only those associated with the diagnostic category selected. The filter icon 360 can also be used to expand the diagnostic categories 330 menu in the templates tab 305 to show the associated problems 335, recovery statuses 340, objectives 345, and interventions 350. The user can click the edit icon 365 to make edits. An edit template pane may then open in the tasks tab 325. The user can then edit or add information in the fields as needed and then click OK. The user can click the delete icon 370 to delete a treatment plan, diagnostic category, or any item with a diagnostic category upon a refresh of the data. The user can click the details tab icon 375 to open the details tab 320.

II. PATIENTS

[0051] Entering Patient Information: Patient information can be entered into the system using the main system window 100 when a patient is admitted to a hospital. Once the patient information is recorded, the admitting physician can begin the process of creating an initial Treatment Plan. The admitting nurse can then review the Treatment Plan created by the admitting physician and update the plan items necessary to care for the patient until the full multi-disciplinary team meets. The first time the Multi-Disciplinary Treatment Team meets to discuss a specific patient, they can complete the Treatment Plan. Thereafter, the Team can meet on a regular basis and updates the Treatment Plan.

III. TREATMENT PLANS

[0052] Treatment Plan Overview: Initial Treatment Plans may be created by the admitting physician, or a team member. A Treatment Plan may comprise one or more Diagnostic Categories. Each Diagnostic Category can have one or multiple Problems, Recovery Statuses, Objectives, and Interventions. Plans can easily be created or edited by: pulling items such as Problems, Recovery Statuses, Objectives, and Interventions from site-defined templates; pulling items from the patient’s previous Plan; or, creating new Diagnostic Category items. The admitting physician or admitting team member will typically be responsible for entering the Diagnostic Categories and associated Problems. Problems entered into MDTOP and associated with each diagnosis should be the most salient syndromal features for the patient at this point in their illness. This grouping of problems can equate to a Symptom Complex, or those clinical entities that tend to move together, are treated together, and are currently manifesting in this particular patient.

[0053] Creating a Treatment Plan (Admitting Physician): Referring to FIG. 4, a treatment plan can be created with the steps discussed as follows. One, the MDTOP tab 205 can be clicked in the main system window 200. Two, the new diagnostic category icon 250 in the upper-left corner of the treatment plan information pane 215 can be clicked; and, a new plan may then open in the tasks tab 325 on the left pane 210. Three, in the description field 405, the admitting physician can create a new treatment plan by typing the name of the plan according to a site-defined naming convention and then clicking the OK button 440 at the bottom of the task tab 325 to accept all defaults. If needed, the admitting physician may modify or add any information by following further steps.

[0054] The reassessment frequency drop-down menu 410 can be used to select the applicable frequency from the drop-down list. Next day will typically be the default setting.

[0055] The type drop-down menu 415 can be used to select the applicable type from the drop-down menu. Problem List will typically be the default setting.

[0056] In the next team meeting drop-down entry 420, a date can be entered or the calendar icon can be clicked to select a date.

[0057] In the open field 425 next to the Add Team Member button 430, the user can begin to type the first few letters of the team member the user wants to add and then click the button 430. The user can also click the drop-down icon in the field below the Add Team Member button 430 and select from a list. The entered team member’s name can then be added to the Team Members section. This can also create a notification for the team member for the next team meeting.

[0058] In the comments box 435, a user can type a note, if applicable.

[0059] By clicking the OK button 440 at the bottom of the tasks tab or pane 325, a new plan can be created for the patient and may appear in the treatment plan pane 215 on the right of the main system window 200.

[0060] Referring now to FIG. 5, from the templates tab 305, the user can click to select a Diagnostic Category 505 for the patient. In many embodiments, the Ctrl key can be held down while clicking to select multiple Diagnostic Categories 505. The user can then drag the selected Diagnostic Category 505, for example, Anxiety Disorder, and drop into the blue section 510 on the treatment plan pane 215. This is shown by arrow 515 in FIG. 5. The plan can then be signed by the user by clicking the sign button 520.

IV. ADDING TREATMENT PLAN INFORMATION (ADMITTING NURSE)

[0061] Within the given timeframe from admittance, the admitting nurse can then review the Treatment Plan created by the admitting physician and the plan updates the plan items necessary to care for the patient until the full multi-disciplinary team meets. In many embodiments, the admitting nurse may not necessarily be part of the MDTOP Team but may generally be the nurse who is on duty at the time the patient is admitted. Once the Plan is created, the admitting nurse can set the next meeting date, and assigns a team member or members to treat the patient and adds any additional Diagnostic Categories 505.

[0062] From the Treatment Plan tab 215 on the right side of the screen, the user can click the edit icon 365. The Tasks tab 325 can then open on the left side 210 of the screen. In many embodiments, if needed, the admitting nurse may modify or add any information by following the following steps. In the Type drop-down menu 415, the user can select the applicable type. Initial is the default. When Initial is selected, the Reassessment Frequency updates to Next Day, and the Next Team Meeting date updates to the next day’s date. In many embodiments, once the Initial plan is signed, the system automatically may update the Type to Comprehensive.
In the open field 425 next to the Add Team Member button 430, the user can begin to type the first few letters of the team member the user wants to add, and then click the Add Team Member button 430. Then, the user can click the OK button 440 at the bottom of the tasks tab 210. In many embodiments, when editing any item, the user must either click OK or Cancel before another item in the Tasks tab 210 can be accessed. This saves (or cancels) the information entered. Otherwise, a warning message appears, indicating there are active tasks. After updating the Treatment Plan, the user can sign it, which creates a Note in the main system.

V. COMPLETING THE PLAN

(MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAM)

The first time the Multi-Disciplinary Treatment Team meets to discuss a specific patient, they can complete the Treatment Plan to include all Problems, Recovery Statuses, Objectives, and Interventions for all Diagnostic Categories. First, from the Templates tab 305, one or more users can select any additional Problems 335, Recovery Statuses 340, Objectives 345, and Interventions 350 that apply for this patient and drag and drop it to the Diagnostic Categories section in the Treatment Plan tab 115. In many embodiments, multiple items may be selected by holding down the Ctrl key and clicking the desired items individually. In many embodiments, if an item is not available in the site-defined Diagnostic Categories selections, it may be created. However, created items may not become a Template item and may not be used or selected again for a different patient. To filter the List of Items on the Template tab 305, the user can click the filter icon 360 next to the relevant Diagnostic Category, and/or type one or more terms (separated by commas) that may be associated with the item (such as Anxiety) in the Search field, and then press Enter. If the user needs to edit the Diagnostic Categories items created from the template, the user can edit the Diagnostic Categories as described below. Second, the user can complete the Diagnostic Categories items, as needed, following the steps below.

Problems: Referring now to FIG. 7, after adding a Problem to the Treatment Plan tab 215, the New Problem pane 705 will open in the tasks tab 325. In the description box 710, the user can type a description of the problem. In the status pull-down menu 715, one of the following can be selected: Active, Inactive, or Resolved. The calendar icon can be clicked in the Start Date section 720 to select a date. In the comments box 725, a note can be typed as needed. In the tags box 730, any tags can be added as needed. The OK button 735 can then be clicked to update the Problem in the Treatment Plan tab 215 as shown by the relevant portion 215a of the Treatment Plan tab 215 in FIG. 8.

Recovery Statuses: Referring to FIG. 9, after adding a Recovery Status to the Treatment Plan tab 215, the Add Recovery Status icon 905 next to the Recovery Statuses text can be clicked. This will open the tasks tab 325 with a New Recovery Status, for example, for Diagnosis “Bronchitis” as shown in FIG. 10. In the description box 1005, the user can type a description for the recovery status. In the status pull-down menu 1010, the user can select Active or Inactive, as applicable. The calendar icon 1015 can be clicked to select a date. If applicable, the user can click the checkbox 1020 to include a scale. In the fields before and after the scale, the user can type a description of the item being measured, and then use the sliding scale to indicate the level. In the example shown by FIG. 10, the patient’s ease of breath is used, and is tracked from extremely labored to breathing easily. In the Progress Comments box 1025, a note about the patient’s progress can be entered. If applicable, any tags the user may want to associate with the present template can be entered in the tabs box 1030. Finally, the OK button 1035 can be clicked to update the Recovery Status in the Treatment Plan tab 215 as shown by the relevant portion 215f of the Treatment Plan tab 215 in FIG. 11.

Objectives: Referring to FIG. 12, after adding an Objective to the Treatment Plan tab 215, the user can click the add new objective icon 1105 next to the Objectives text. This will open the Tasks tab 325 with a New Objective tab 1305, for example, for Diagnosis “Bronchitis” as shown in FIG. 13. In the Description box 1310, the user can type a description for the objective. In the Status pull-down menu 1315, the user can select one of Met, Not Met, or Other as applicable. The calendar icon 1320 next to the Start Date section can be clicked to select a date. In the Progress Comments box 1325, the user can type any notes about the patient’s progress. In the Tags box 1330, any tags, as applicable, may be entered. The OK button 1335 can then be clicked to update the Objective in the Treatment Plan tab 215 as shown by the relevant portion 215e of the Treatment Plan tab 21e in FIG. 14.

Interventions: After adding an Intervention to the Treatment Plan tab 215, the user can click the Add Intervention icon 1505 next to the Interventions text in the relevant part 215d of the Treatment Plan tab 215 shown in FIG. 15. As shown in FIG. 16, the Tasks tab 325 can then open with a New Intervention 1605, for example, for Diagnosis “Bronchitis”. In the Description box, the user can type a description for the intervention. In the Start Date section, the user can click the calendar icon 1615 to select a date. In the Discipline section, the user can use the drop-down menu 1620 to select the applicable specialist, for example, Clinical Dietitian. In the Care Action section, the user can use the drop-down menu 1630 to select one of the following: Continue, Discontinue, Completed, or Add. In the Associated Problems section 1635, the user can click to select any problems associated with the intervention. In many embodiments, any Problems previously entered for this Diagnostic Category will appear in the Associated Problems section 1635. This matrixing can eliminate the redundancy often found in traditional treatment plans based on a tree structure in which interventions can become redundant, making documentation of progress burdensome or incomplete. In the Comments box 1640, the user can type any applicable notes. In the Tags box 1645, the user can type any applicable tags. Finally, the user can click the OK button 1650 to update the Intervention in the Treatment Plan tab 215 as shown with the relevant part 215e of the Treatment Plan tab 215 shown in FIG. 17.

The Treatment Plan can then be completed by clicking the edit icon 365 in the Treatment Plan tab 215. This will open the Task tab 325 on the left side of the screen, for example, as shown in FIG. 4. If needed, in the Reassessment Frequency drop-down menu 410 can be used to select the applicable frequency which may be Every 10 Business Days, Every 30 Days, Every 5 Business Days, Next Day, or None. Otherwise, the following defaults may apply to the Reassessment Frequency field: When Plan Type is Problem List, the default Reassessment Frequency is blank; when Plan Type is Initial, the default Reassessment Frequency is Next Business Day; and, when Plan Type is Comprehensive, the default...
Reassessment Frequency is Every Five Business Days. In the Type drop-down menu 415, the user can select Comprehensive. The Reassessment Frequency may then update to Every 5 Business Days, and the Next Team Meeting date may automatically adjust to 5 business days in the future. In many embodiments, once the Comprehensive plan is signed, the system may automatically update the Type to Update, which requires the signature of all team members currently listed. Updates may be prompted for in a Notifications section or tab. In the Next Team Meeting section 420, the calendar icon 425 next to the Add Team Member button 430, the user can begin typing the first few letters of the team member the user wants to add, and then click the Add Team Member button 430. In the Comments box 435, the user can type any applicable notes, if needed. Finally, the user may click the OK button 440 at the bottom of the tasks tab 325 to complete the Treatment Plan. The user can then sign the Plan, which may create a Note in the main system and cause notifications to be sent to other co-signers for their signature.

VI. TREATMENT PLAN TASKS

[0071] Various Treatment Plans tasks may be completed. For example, the following Treatment Plan tasks as described below: Editing Treatment Plan Information, Editing Patient-Specific Diagnostic Category Items, Adding Diagnostic Categories to the Treatment Plan, Creating New Diagnostic Category Items, Creating New Template Items, Creating Progress Notes, Creating Discharge Summary Notes, Signing Treatment Plans, Completing Treatment Plans, and Creating Templates (Security Key Holders Only).

[0072] Editing Treatment Plan Information:

[0073] The Treatment Plan information may be edited using the following steps. The Edit icon in the upper-left corner of the Treatment Plan tab 215 may be clicked. An Edit Plan menu may then open in the Tasks tab 325 on the left pane 210. The Type can be changed to the applicable type. The Reassessment Frequency may default to the applicable frequency and the Next Team Meeting calculates accordingly. In many embodiments, if the Reassessment Frequency is changed, the Next Team Meeting also recalculates. The user can change the date of the Next Team Meeting if desired (for example, if the team is unavailable on the scheduled date). Team members can be added. The user may type the first several letters of the name of the team member in the box 425 to the right of the Add Team Member Button 430. The team member’s name may then appear in the Team Members list. In many embodiments, the listed team members may be the users who receive notifications for signing the current MDTP note, as well as notifications for the next team meeting. Finally, the user may click the OK button 440 at the bottom of the Tasks tab 325 when finished.

[0074] Editing Patient-Specific Diagnostic Category Items:

[0075] Referring to FIG. 18, patient-specific Diagnostic Category items may be edited. In many embodiments, only users with the MDTP ADMIN key are allowed to edit template items. The following steps are for those users to edit patient-specific Diagnostic Category items. From the Templates tab 305, the user can click the Edit icon 420 next to the Problems 335, Recover Status 340, Objective 345, or Intervention 350 sections to edit. The Edit Diagnostic Category 1805 will then open in the Task tab 325. The user may click on the calendar icon 1810 or the status pull-down menu 1815 to update the Start Date and Status, as needed. In many embodiments, the Start Date defaults to the present date. The user can add or edit comments in the Comments box 1820 as needed. The user can add or edit comments in the Tags box 1825 as needed. When finished, the user can click the OK button 1830 at the bottom of the Tasks tab.

[0076] Adding Diagnostic Categories to the Treatment Plan:

[0077] Items may be added one at a time or in multiples to the patient’s Treatment Plan. Referring back to FIG. 4, from the Templates tab 305, the user can select the Diagnostic Categories 330 that apply to each diagnosis for the patient. To filter the list of times, the user can type one or more terms, separated by commas, which may be associated with the item, such as Anxiety, in the Search field 310 at the top of the Templates tab 305, and then press Enter. The list may then filter with the user selected item(s) at the top. In many embodiments, the user can select multiple items by holding down the Ctrl key and clicking the desired items. As shown in FIG. 19, the user can drag and drop the items, for Anxiety Disorder 1905, to the blue section 510 of the Treatment Plan tab 215.

[0078] Creating New Diagnostic Category Items:

[0079] Referring to FIGS. 20, 21, and 22, the user can create a new Diagnostic Category item if the one the user needs does not exist in the site-defined list. As shown in FIG. 20, from the relevant portion 305a of the Templates tab, the Add New Diagnostic Categories icon 2005 can be clicked below the search field 310. This will open the Task tab 325 with a blank New Diagnostic Category 2105, for example, for Plan “TEMPLATE.” In the Description box 2110, a name can be typed for the new Problem, Recovery Status, Objective, or Intervention item. In this example, “Pervasive Developmental Delay” is used. If needed, in the Start Date field, the user can type a date or click the calendar icon 2115 to select a date. In the Status pull-down menu 2120, the applicable status can be selected. Active is the default selection. In the Comments box 2125, the user can type any applicable comments. In the Tags box 2130, any applicable tag terms can be entered. The OK button 2135 can then be clicked and the new Diagnostic Category may appear in the Templates tab 305 as shown by FIG. 22.

[0080] Creating New Template Items:

[0081] Referring to FIGS. 23, 24, and 25, the user can create a new Template item in the MDTP. Users who hold the MDTP ADMIN key can create a new Problem, Recovery Status, Objective, or Intervention if one does not exist in the Templates list. From the Templates tab 305, the Add icon 2205 next to the Problem, Recovery Status, Objective, or Intervention for which the user wants to create a new item can be clicked. As shown in FIG. 24, the Tasks tab 325 then opens for the New Problem 2405, for example, for Diagnosis ‘Anorexia’. In the Description Field 2410, the user can type a description for the new Problem. In the Status pull-down menu 2415, the applicable status can be selected from the drop-down menu. The applicable status may be Active, Inactive, or Resolved. In the Start Date section, the user can type in a date or click the calendar icon 2420 to select a date. In the Comments box 2425, the user can type in any applicable notes. In the Tags box 2430, the user can type in any applicable tags. The OK button 2435 can be clicked at the bottom of the Tasks tab 325 and the new Problem 2505 may then appear in the list of Problems in the Templates tab 305 as shown in FIG. 25.
Creating Progress Notes:

Various progress notes can be created. An MDTP Note document can be created and updated at each revision of the MDTP plan. Progress Notes can be written by each individual member of the team in the Notes component. Intervention items for their discipline can comprise objects that can be pulled into their note and that the individuals can document progress on.

Similarly to the other Treatment Plan tasks described above, the user can create MDTP notes. Progress Notes for Problems indicate the patient’s progress. The MDTP Progress Notes can be imported to a more general application, such as main system 100, when the Plan is signed. Referring back to FIG. 3, from the Treatment Plan pane 215, the user can click the Edit icon 365 next to the Problem for which the user wants to create a note. The Edit Problem pane then opens in the Tasks tab 325. Status and Start Date can be updated as needed similarly to that described above. Any notes and comments can be typed in Comments and Tags box, respectively, similarly to that described above. An OK Button can be clicked similarly to that described above; and, from the Treatment Plan pane 215, the user can sign the plan which then imports a Progress Note to the more general application.

Creating Discharge Summary Notes:

Similarly to the other Treatment Plan tasks described above, the user can create discharge summary notes. Discharge Summary Notes indicate the patient’s discharge status and are imported to a more general application when the Plan is signed. The Discharge Summary Notes include Problems, Discharge Goals, and the first and last Scale scores. Referring back to FIG. 3, from the Treatment Plan pane 215, the user can click the Edit icon 365 next to the Problem or Recovery Status, or for which the user wants to create a note. The Edit Problem or Edit Recovery Status pane will then open in the Tasks tab 325. The Status and Start Date can be updated as need similarly to that described above. An Include Scale check box can be selected to select a scale measure similarly to that described above. Any notes can be entered in the Progress Comments field and any tags can be entered in the Tags field. An OK Button can be clicked similarly to that described above; and, from the Treatment plan pane 215, the user can sign the plan which then imports a Discharge Summary Note to the more general application.

Signing Treatment Plans:

Referring now to FIGS. 26 and 27, after the Treatment Plan has been updated, a Team Member can initiate the signing process by signing the Treatment Plan, which then creates an MDTP Note. The user can click the Sign button 2605 at the bottom of the relevant portion 215 of the Treatment Plan tab 215. A Sign Plan (draft of the MDTP Note) summary may then appear in the Tasks tab 325. In many embodiments there are mandatory items that must be addressed prior to signing, and the user may be given a preview at the top of the Note that they can then sign. Typically, the note cannot be changed at this point, although a team member may create an Addendum MDTP Note with changes, if necessary. Generally, the following items must be complete prior to signing, for all Plan types: Diagnosis Status, Problem Status, Objective Status, Intervention Care Action, and Objective Progress Comments when the Plan Type is Update. The user can then review the Sign Plan (Note) 2710 and if everything is correct, electronically sign the Note by typing his signature code in the Signature field 2715 at the bottom of the Tasks tab 325, and then click an Ok button 2720. This creates an MDTP note, which is accessible from the Notes tab in the main system 100 and sends notifications for signature for signature to all members listed currently as Team Members. Generally, no further notifications are sent once a Treatment Plan is signed. The next time the Treatment Plan is opened, the status can show as Signed and may default to Update. In many embodiments, if a new Treatment Plan is created, all previously identified team members involved in the update and review of the previous plan can be pulled into the new plan and receive an e-mail notification for a plan review when a subsequent plan review is scheduled.

Completing Treatment Plans:

Referring now to FIG. 28, the same items that are required and functions that occur when a Plan is signed apply to completing the Plan. However, the user clicks the Complete button 2805 to close out the Plan to further changes.

Creating Templates (Security Key Holders Only):

Referring now to FIG. 29, the user can create new Templates or Diagnostic Categories if one template does not exist. In many embodiments, only MDTP administrators who hold a specified Security Key can create templates. In the Templates tab 303, the Add icon 250 next to the Diagnostic Category can be clicked. A New Diagnostic Category 2905, for the Plan “TEMPLATE”, then opens in the Tasks tab 325. In the Description box 2910, a name can be entered for the new template. In the example of FIG. 29, the name Holistic is used. In the Start Date section, the user can enter a date or click the calendar icon 2915 to select a date. In the Status pull-down menu 2920, the user can select Active from the drop-down menu. If deactivating a Template, the user can select Inactive or Resolved. In the Comments box 2925, the user can enter a note if needed. Typically, this field is optional. In the Tags box 2930, the user can enter any tags the user may want to associate with the new Template. In the example of FIG. 29, the tag “Vitamin drops” was used. After the Template is created, when in the Templates tab 305, the user can then type the first few letters (or the entire word) of the tag(s) and after pressing Enter, the appropriate Item (Holistic, in the example of FIG. 29) shows at the top of the Diagnostic Categories list. The OK button 2935 can be clicked at the bottom of the Tasks tab 325 pane to create the new Diagnostic Category.

VII. EXAMPLE OF MDTP IMPLEMENTATION

FIG. 30 shows a flowchart of a workflow process 3000 that can be used with the MDTP application described herein. In a step 3010, a doctor or MD creates MDTP problems and diagnoses at the admission of a patient. In a step 3020, a nurse creates an initial plan which is typically multi-disciplinary, involves multiple team members, and includes initial interventions. In a step 3030, within X hours, the MDTP team collaborates on an initial plan, including developing the list of problems, recovery statuses, and objectives. In a step 3040, each of the team members enter their interventions and the team agrees and signs. In a step 3050, the MDTP application prompts updates for every Y days until discharge. In a step 3060, the team collaborates on updates to the problems, recovery statuses, and objectives. In a step 3070, each team member enters their interventions, the team agrees on progress and changes, and the team signs. Steps 3060 and 3070 may be repeated until discharge.

FIGS. 31 to 49 show screenshots of the MDTP application described herein in use to create and implement an exemplary treatment plan. Many of the steps and system
features described with reference to FIGS. 31 to 49 below are similar to the steps and system features described above.

[0095] An initial MDT plan is first created. As shown in FIG. 31, in a step 3100, when a MDT is established, the user names the plan through the description field 405 in tasks pane 325, sets the reassessment frequency through the reassessment frequency drop down menu 410 which usually defaults to the site standard, and the type of plan is set, e.g., problem list entry, initial, comprehensive, or update, through the type drop down menu 415. Team members may be added with add team member button 430 and the initial MDT plan can be set by clicking OK button 440.

[0096] A physician enters diagnoses for the initial MDT plan. As shown in FIG. 32, in a step 3200, a treatment plan is created and a multi-disciplinary team 3201 is defined. Each team member will be notified when updates are required and can document their interventions in progress notes. In the example shown by FIG. 32, the team members of the multi-disciplinary team 3201 include a system manager 3201a, a physician 3201b, and a social worker 3201c. As shown in FIG. 33, in a step 3300, the physician establishes the initial problem list as a basis of the MDT plan and enters diagnoses from the templates tab 305 of diagnostic categories 330 into the treatment plan pane 215. As shown in FIG. 34, in a step 3400, the physician creates the initial plan in the treatment plan pane 215 and enters the diagnoses as diagnostic categories in the diagnostic category menu 330 of the MDT pane 205.

[0097] A comprehensive MDT is then created. As shown in FIG. 35, in a step 3500, the multi-disciplinary team 3201 meets in conference where each member of the team can place problems 335, recovery statuses 340, objectives 345, and interventions 350 into the plan shown by the MDT pane 205. The entire team 3201 can see the plan as it is being built. The building of the plan occurs during the team’s collaborative discussion. The plan is created, for example, by dragging and dropping entries 330a into the treatment plan tab 215 of the MDT pane 205 in a step 3600 as shown by FIG. 36.

[0098] As shown in FIG. 37, in a step 3700, progress is made toward one or more recovery statuses. The recovery statuses section of the treatment plan tab 215 has a progress meter 3701 on a lagoon scale for the tracking and documentation of progress toward recovery. The team 3201 can have a shared goal and monitor their collaborative progress toward it. An example of a recovery status is shown in FIG. 38 as a step 3800. In the step 3800, if the patient feels difficulty breathing, a recovery status is entered, the scale 3701 can be defined from labored breathing to breathing easily, and progress comments can be entered in comments box 1025 of the task tab 325, e.g., “Breathing is becoming easier with the use of inhaler” as shown in FIG. 38.

[0099] Team members can collaborate to form the comprehensive plan in a variety of ways. As shown in FIG. 39, in a step 3900, the team can decide to have a recovery status of improved body image for an axis 2 medical disorder. The team can set a set of shared objectives and interventions 3901 in the MDT pane 205. As an example, the nurse can enter two interventions 3901a, 3901b, the psychiatrist can enter one intervention 3901c, and the social worker can enter one intervention 3901d. As shown in FIG. 40, in a step 4000, the team can decide to care for 5 different problems 235a, 235b, 235c, 235d, and 235e for an axis 1 mood disorder. The team can set a recovery status scale 3701 of the depression and can set a set of shared objectives 245a, 245b, 245c, 245d, and 245e. As shown in FIG. 41, each team member can enter their interventions 3901a, 3901b, 3901c, 3901d, and 3901e. This entering of the interventions can be done during a collaborative discussion on the care of the patient. Comments are entered to specify interventions and clarify care to be given. The interventions can be associated with multiple problems. As shown in FIGS. 42 and 43, in steps 4200 and 4300, specific intergations, e.g., the intervention 3901f in FIG. 42 and the intervention 3901f in FIG. 43, can be associated to one or more of the problems, e.g., problems 4201 in FIG. 42 and problems 4301 in FIG. 43. This can allow matrixing and eliminate the redundancy experienced with most treatment planning applications, making it simpler to document progress on the interventions.

[0100] Once the comprehensive MDT plan is formed, it can be reviewed for signature in a step 4400 as shown in FIG. 44. A team member can enter his or her signature in the signature box 2715 and click the OK button 2720 to enter the signature before electronically signing with the signature with sign button 2605 in treatment plan pane portion 215c. In a step 4500 shown in FIG. 45, the treatment plan is signed and documented as a note 4501 into the tasks tab 225. The current active plan is always reviewable at the MDT tab 205. The current MDT is always “on the chart” while all changes are documented as notes. In a step 4600 shown in FIG. 46, the treatment plan note 4501 lists specific interventions with the multi-disciplinary provider noted. These interventions will be available for the team member to pull into their progress notes where they can document the patient’s progress on each.

[0101] When the MDT note 4501 is signed, it is time date stamped and placed in the notes tab 4701 as part of the record of care in a step 4700 shown by FIG. 47. As shown by FIG. 48, in a step 4800, the organization can configure signature and co-signature 4801 so that the team is on a collaborative plan. Signatures can be assured through notification. As shown by FIG. 49, in a step 4900, the MDT routinely notifies the team before the patient is discharged. The team can be notified to place a comprehensive treatment plan on the chart within 24 hours and update the treatment plan every 72 hours for example.

[0102] While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been shown and described herein, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that such embodiments are provided by way of example only. Numerous variations, changes, and substitutions will now occur to those skilled in the art without departing from the invention. It should be understood that various alternatives to the embodiments of the invention described herein may be employed in practicing the invention. It is intended that the following claims define the scope of the invention and that methods and structures within the scope of these claims and their equivalents be covered thereby.

What is claimed is:
1. A method of creating a treatment plan for a patient, the method comprising:
   receiving patient information in a treatment planning system;
   receiving input from a team of healthcare or medical professionals in the treatment planning system based on the received patient information; and
   forming a treatment plan in the treatment planning system based on the received input.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the team of healthcare or medical professionals are comprised of healthcare or medical professionals across a plurality of disciplines.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising updating the treatment plan in the treatment planning system as a course of therapy performed on the patient based on the treatment plan progresses.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the treatment plan is updated based on further received input from the team of healthcare or medical professionals.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the treatment planning system receives the further input after the team of healthcare or medical professionals have met and discussed the treatment plan and the progression of the course of therapy.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the input is received from the team of healthcare or medical professionals after the team has met and discussed a course of therapy appropriate for the patient.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising forming an initial treatment plan in the treatment planning system based on the received patient information.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the initial treatment plan is created based on received patient information by an admitting physician or nurse.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising updating the initial treatment plan in the treatment planning system as a course of initial therapy performed on the patient based on the initial treatment plan progresses.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the course of initial therapy is performed on the patient until the treatment plan is formed.

11. A graphical user interface for creating a treatment plan for a patient, the graphical user interface comprising:

a generalized treatment planning section; and

a patient-specific section for displaying patient treatment information.

12. The graphical user interface of claim 11, wherein the generalized treatment planning section comprises a plurality of tabs.

13. The graphical user interface of claim 12, wherein the plurality of tabs comprises a templates tab for creating patient data entries, a previous plan tab for displaying a prior course of patient treatment, a details tab for displaying patient-specific data, and a tasks tab for adding or editing patient-specific tasks.

14. The graphical user interface of claim 13, wherein patient data entries can be created in the templates tab for one or more of patient problems, patient recovery statuses, patient treatment objectives, and patient interventions.

15. The graphical user interface of claim 14, wherein the patient data entries in the templates tab can be dragged onto the patient-specific section of the graphical user interface.

16. The graphical user interface of claim 13, wherein the previous plan tab comprises entries for one or more of patient problems, patient recovery statuses, patient treatment objectives, and patient interventions, wherein the entries in the previous plan tab can be dragged onto the patient-specific section of the graphical user interface.

17. The graphical user interface of claim 13, wherein the tasks tab comprises entries for one or more of patient problem description, a reassessment frequency, a patient problem type, a patient problem action task, a patient problem status, an entry for an appropriate healthcare or medical professional team member, comments, and tags.

18. The graphical user interface of claim 17, wherein the tasks tab further comprises a signature box for verifying the entries.

19. A computer program product comprising a computer-readable medium having computer-executable code encoded therein, the computer-executable code adapted to be executed to implement a method for creating a treatment plan for a patient, the method comprising:

receiving patient information;

forming an initial treatment plan based on the received patient information;

receiving input from a team of healthcare or medical professionals based on the received patient information; and

forming a treatment plan based on the received input.

20. The computer program of claim 19, wherein the team of healthcare or medical professionals are comprised of healthcare or medical professionals across a plurality of disciplines.

21. The computer program of claim 20, wherein the healthcare or medical professionals collaborate in conference to form the input received.

22. The computer program of claim 21, wherein the healthcare or medical professionals collaborate in real-time.

23. The computer program of claim 22, wherein the healthcare or medical professionals collaborate virtually or face to face.

24. The computer program of claim 19, further comprising updating the treatment plan as a course of therapy performed on the patient based on the formed treatment plan progresses.

25. The computer program of claim 24, wherein the treatment plan is updated based on further received input from the team of healthcare or medical professionals.

26. The computer program of claim 19, wherein the initial treatment plan is created based on received input from an admitting physician.

27. The computer program of claim 26, further comprising updating the initial treatment plan as a course of initial therapy performed on the patient based on the initial treatment plan progresses.

28. The computer program of claim 27, wherein the course of initial therapy is performed on the patient until the treatment plan is formed.

* * * * *